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Background and objective: Cognitive impairment (CI) is a substantial contributor 
to the disability associated with Parkinson’s disease (PD). We  aimed to assess 
the clinical features and explore the underlying biomarkers as predictors of CI in 
patients with newly diagnosed PD (NDPD; less than 2 years).

Methods: We evaluated the cognitive function status using the Montreal Cognitive 
Assessment (MoCA) and a battery of neuropsychological tests at baseline and 
subsequent annual follow-up for 5 years from the Parkinson’s Progression 
Markers Initiative (PPMI) database. We  assessed the baseline clinical features, 
apolipoprotein (APO) E status, β-glucocerebrosidase (GBA) mutation status, 
cerebrospinal fluid findings, and dopamine transporter imaging results. Using a 
diagnosis of CI (combined mild cognitive impairment and dementia) developed 
during the 5-year follow-up as outcome measures, we assessed the predictive 
values of baseline clinical variables and biomarkers. We  also constructed a 
predictive model for the diagnosis of CI using logistic regression analysis.

Results: A total of 409 patients with NDPD with 5-year follow-up were enrolled, 
232 with normal cognitive function at baseline, and 94 patients developed CI 
during the 5-year follow-up. In multivariate analyses, age, current diagnosis of 
hypertension, baseline MoCA scores, Movement disorder society Unified PD 
Rating Scale part III (MDS-UPDRS III) scores, and APOE status were associated with 
the development of CI. Predictive accuracy of CI using age alone improved by the 
addition of clinical variables and biomarkers (current diagnosis of hypertension, 
baseline MoCA scores, and MDS-UPDRS III scores, APOE status; AUC 0.80 [95% 
CI 0.74–0.86] vs. 0.71 [0.64–0.77], p = 0.008). Cognitive domains that had higher 
frequencies of impairment were found in verbal memory (12.6 vs. 16.8%) and 
attention/processing speed (12.7 vs. 16.9%), however, no significant difference in 
the prevalence of CI at annual follow-up was found during the 5-year follow-up 
in NDPD patients.

Conclusion: In NDPD, the development of CI during the 5-year follow-up can 
be predicted with good accuracy using a model combining age, current diagnosis 
of hypertension, baseline MoCA scores, MDS-UPDRS III scores, and APOE status. 
Our study underscores the need for the earlier identification of CI in NDPD 
patients in our clinical practice.
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Introduction

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is the second-most common 
neurodegenerative disorder, that affects 2–3% of the population 
≥ 65 years, with a prevalence set to double by 2030 (Poewe et al., 2017; 
Aarsland et al., 2021). Dementia occurs in at least 75% of patients who 
have had PD for more than 10 years (Aarsland and Kurz, 2010). 
Cognitive impairment (CI) can potentially occur at different stages 
(Aarsland et al., 2001), severely affect the quality of life and function, 
and increase caregiver burden and health-related costs (Aarsland 
et al., 2021). As the focus has been on early cognitive changes among 
PD patients, the course of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) can 
be quite variable. Given that PD patients who revert from MCI to 
normal cognition have an increased long-term risk for dementia 
(Pedersen et al., 2017; Jones et al., 2018), earlier risk factor stratification 
for CI could help to prognosticate the disease course and appropriate 
interventions in the early PD population.

The prior studies reported that some risk factors were related to 
CI in patients with PD. A recent meta-analysis suggested that the 
following variables were independently associated with the future 
development of MCI or dementia: the presence of hallucinations, 
older age, the overall severity of motor symptoms, presence of speech 
impairment, older age at onset, bradykinesia severity, higher Hoehn 
and Yahr stage, axial impairment, a low level of education, presence 
of depression, and male sex (Marinus et  al., 2018). Studies have 
shown that current diagnoses of diabetes mellitus and hypertension 
were two important modifiable predictors of cognitive decline in PD 
(Mollenhauer et al., 2019; Nicoletti et al., 2021; Athauda et al., 2022). 
Baseline global cognitive function, hyposmia, rapid eye movement 
(REM) sleep behavior disorder (RBD), dysautonomia, apolipoprotein 
(APO) E status, β-glucocerebrosidase gene (GBA) status, and 
dopamine deficit on dopamine transporter (DAT)-imaging have all 
been suggested as predictors of MCI or dementia in patients with PD 
(Hu et al., 2014; Mata et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2017; Schrag et al., 2017; 
Leta et al., 2021; Barrio et al., 2022; Dijkstra et al., 2022). Varieties of 
studies have explored the association of serum uric acid and cerebral 
spinal fluid (CSF) findings, however, the results were still controversial 
(Liu et al., 2015; Pellecchia et al., 2016; Terrelonge et al., 2016; Johar 
et al., 2017; Seifar et al., 2022). The stage and duration of disease 
varied among participants in those studies, most of the studies 
included PD patients with CI at baseline, and some studies used 
healthy people as control. As a result, the above findings may not 
apply to newly diagnosed PD (NDPD) patients with normal cognition 
at baseline.

In our present study, we will select NDPD patients (diagnosed 
with PD for 2 years or less at screening visit) with normal cognition at 
baseline and evaluate the contribution of those risk factors to predict 
the development of CI (combining MCI and dementia) during the 
5-year follow-up. Our study provides a correlation between specific 
risk factors and the onset of CI leading to improvement in the 
management of dementia in NDPD.

Materials and methods

Study design and participants

In this cohort study, we investigated the clinical and biomarker 
predictors and clinical characteristics of CI in NDPD (followed up for 
5 years) using data from the Parkinson’s Progression Markers Initiative 
(PPMI).1 The PPMI is an international, multi-center, longitudinal, 
observational study aiming to identify biomarkers of PD progression 
in de novo PD patients (diagnosed within 2 years). Details of the PPMI 
eligibility criteria are given on the PPMI website. Written informed 
consent was provided by each PPMI participant, and the PPMI study 
was approved by the institutional board at each study site.

The data were downloaded from the PPMI website on August 1, 
2022. Firstly, we included PD patients meeting the following criteria 
to investigate the predictors of CI: (1) with annual follow-ups for 
5 years; (2) MoCA scores at baseline and 5-year follow-up were 
available; and (3) cognitive function at baseline was normal. PD 
patients who followed for less than 5 years were excluded. Then the 
included PD patients were divided into those with CI and those 
without CI based on whether they had CI at the annual follow-up for 
5 years. Secondly, we  included all the PD patients with annual 
follow-ups for 5 years to assess their cognitive performance at each 
visit. And the prevalence of CI at baseline and 5-year cumulative 
incidence of CI were calculated. Thirdly, PD patients with MoCA 
scores at baseline and 5-year follow-up available were included. The 
global cognitive function fluctuation in the early stage of PD was 
evaluated by changes in MoCA scores at baseline and 5-year follow-up.

Outcomes

The outcome was defined as CI (combining MCI and dementia). 
Global cognitive function was assessed by MoCA, with suggested 
cutoffs of < 26/30 for MCI and < 21/30 for dementia by Movement 
Disorder Society MCI task force level guidelines (Emre et al., 2007; 
Dalrymple-Alford et al., 2010; Litvan et al., 2012). A diagnosis of MCI 
required that cognitive deficits are not sufficient to interfere 
significantly with functional independence, although subtle difficulties 
in complex functional tasks may be present (Litvan et al., 2012). A 
diagnosis of PD dementia (PDD) required evidence that the functional 
impairment caused by CI is sufficient to interfere with activities of 
daily living (Emre et al., 2007). The cognitive domains were assessed 
by a battery of neuropsychological tests, which included the Hopkins 
Verbal Learning Test (HVLT) total recall and HVLT recognition 
discrimination for verbal memory, Benton Judgment of Line 
Orientation (JOLO) for visuospatial function, Letter-Number 

1 www.ppmi-info.org
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Sequencing (LNS) and the Semantic (animal) fluency Test (SFT) for 
executive function/working memory, and the Symbol-Digit Modalities 
Test (SDMT) for attention/processing speed. Based on the impairment 
of cognitive domains, MCI was defined according to the PPMI 
protocol and the Movement Disorder Society MCI task force level 
I guidelines (Litvan et al., 2012). PD patients with MCI (PD-MCI) 
were defined as scores on two or more of the HVLT total recall, HVLT 
recognition discrimination, JOLO, LNS, SFT, and SDMT were more 
than 1.5 standard deviations below normal, with no functional 
impairment due to CI. These criteria have been applied and validated 
in several studies (Schrag et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2021).

Candidate predictors

Clinical variables included in our study were the age of onset, sex, 
years of education, disease duration, current diagnosis of diabetes 
mellitus, and hypertension. PD motor severity was measured by the 
MDS-UPDRS part III (MDS-UPDRS III), the Hoehn and Yahr stage. 
Axial impairment was assessed by tremor dominant, postural 
instability/gait difficulty, or indeterminate phenotypes of PD 
calculated with the use of published methods (Stebbins et al., 2013). 
The presence of speech impairment was considered dichotomous 
variable depending on the sum of item 2.1 and 3.1 of the MDS-UPDRS 
scored 0 vs. ≥ 1. PD non motor symptoms (NMS) were assessed by the 
University of Pennsylvania Smell Identification Test (UPSIT) for sense 
of smell, the 15-item Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) for depression, 
the Scale for Outcomes in Parkinson’s disease for Autonomic 
symptoms (SCOPA-AUT) for dysautonomia, and the question 6 of 
RBD Screening Questionnaire (RBDSQ-q6) for probable RBD (pRBD; 
Schrag et  al., 2017). Neurological orthostatic hypotension (nOH; 
Norcliffe-Kaufmann et al., 2018) was also used to assess autonomic 
function. The presence of psychosis was considered dichotomous 
variable depending on item 1.2 of the MDS-UPDRS scored 0 vs. ≥ 1. 
The presence of apathy was considered dichotomous variables 
depending on item 1.5 of the MDS-UPDRS scored 0 vs. ≥ 1. For 
biomarker studies, we included serum uric acid, APOE ε4 status (ε4 
homozygous, heterozygous, or negative), GBA mutation status, and 
DAT imaging data for mean caudate and putaminal uptake relative to 
uptake in the occipital area, and asymmetry of caudate and putaminal 
uptake (side with the highest divided by side with the lowest uptake; 
Schrag et al., 2017). We evaluated CSF for α-synuclein, Aβ42, total tau 
(t-tau), phosphorylated tau181 (p-tau), and the calculated ratio of Aβ42 
to t-tau.

Statistical analysis

We compared groups using χ2 tests for categorical data, student t 
tests for normally distributed variables, and Mann–Whitney tests for 
non-parametric data. Univariate logistic regression analysis was used 
to identify possible risk factors for CI developed during the 5-year 
follow-up. Variables with values of p < 0.05  in univariate logistic 
regression analysis and no high correlation (r > 0.5) with each other 
were included in a multivariate model. If there was a correlation 
between variables, the one with a smaller p value was selected. 
Variables were removed from the multivariate model with the 
backward selection method until all variables were significant at 

p < 0.05. Receiver operating characteristic curves were drawn and 
areas under the curve were calculated to estimate the prediction 
accuracy. Statistical analysis was carried out with SPSS version 26, and 
p < 0.05 was considered significant.

Results

There were 409 NDPD patients with a minimum 5-year follow-up 
in the PPMI database. 51 cases did not have recorded MoCA scores at 
baseline or 5-year follow-up and 126 cases diagnosed with MCI at 
baseline. These cases were excluded. A total of 232 subjects were 
included to investigate predictors of CI, of whom 94 met the CI 
criteria during the 5-year follow-up (Figure  1). Baseline clinical 
characteristics and biomarkers of the patients with or without CI were 
shown in Table 1. At baseline, NDPD patients with CI were older and 
they had a higher proportion of male sex, current diagnosis of 
hypertension, Hoehn and Yahr stage 2, and APOE ε4 homozygotes 
than those without CI during the 5-year follow-up. Lower baseline 
MoCA and UPSIT scores and higher SCOPA-AUT gastrointestinal 
domain, RBDSQ question 6, and MDS-UPDRS III scores were 
observed in NDPD patients with CI (Table 1). No significant difference 
was found in GBA mutation status, CSF findings, and DAT biomarkers 
between the two groups.

No data were missing for the age of onset, sex, years of education, 
medical history, disease duration, baseline MoCA scores, baseline 
results of the neuropsychologic tests, UPSIT scores, GDS scores, 
SCOPA-AUT scores, RBDSQ scores, MDS-UPDRS scores, GBA 
mutation status data, and the APOE status data. The results of the 
neuropsychological tests were missing for 14 patients at 1-year 
follow-up, for 20 patients at 2-year follow-up, for seven patients at 
3-year follow-up, for 20 patients at 4-year follow-up, and for 21 
patients at 5-year follow-up. The data was missing for two patients for 
Hoehn and Yahr stage information and 16 patients for serum uric 
acid. Baseline CSF findings were missing for Aβ42 and α-synuclein in 
53 patients, for p-tau in 55 patients, and t-tau in 56 patients. The 
analyses were repeated by imputing missing predictor variable data 
with means (data not shown). These missing data did not change the 
overall results of any analysis.

In univariate analysis, the age of onset, sex, current diagnosis of 
hypertension, baseline MoCA scores, UPSIT scores, SCOPA-AUT 
gastrointestinal domain scores, RBDSQ-q6 scores, MDS-UPDRS III 
scores, the Hoehn and Yahr stage, and APOE status were associated 

FIGURE 1

Flowchart of patient selection and classification.
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TABLE 1 Baseline characteristics and biomarkers of the patients with newly diagnosed Parkinson’s disease (less than 2 years) with or without cognitive 
impairment developed during the 5-year follow-up.

Patients with cognitive 
impairment

Patients without cognitive 
impairment

p value*

Demographic and clinical characteristics

Age, years 63.4 (9.1) 57.2 (9.3) 0.000

Men 66 (70%) 76 (55%) 0.020†

Education, years 15.6 (3.3) 15.8 (3.3) 0.788

Diabetes mellitus 2 (2.1%) 10 (4.3%) 0.208†

Hypertension 42 (18.1%) 10 (7.2%) 0.000†

Disease duration, months 4 (2–10) 5 (2–15) 0.371‡

MoCA score 27 (27–29) 29 (28–30) 0.000‡

UPSIT score 20.9 (8.6) 24.1 (8.2) 0.005

GDS score 5 (5–6) 5 (5–6) 0.840‡

Psychosis 3 (3.2%) 5 (3.6%) 0.583†

Apathy 16 (17.0%) 19 (13.8%) 0.497†

SCOPA-AUT total score 10 (6–14) 8 (6–13) 0.102‡

Gastrointestinal domain 2 (1–4) 1 (0–3) 0.021‡

Urinary-sexual domain 5 (2–7) 5 (2–7) 0.408‡

Cardiovascular domain 0 (0–1) 0 (0–1) 0.632‡

Thermoregulatory domain 1 (0–2) 1 (0–2) 0.522‡

Pupillomotor domain 0 (0–1) 0 (0–1) 0.198‡

nOH 24 (25.5%) 25 (18.4%) 0.193†

RBDSQ-q6 0 (0–1) 0 (0–1) 0.014‡

Speech impairment 53 (56.4%) 72 (52.2%) 0.528†

H & Y

1 39 (41.9%) 80 (59.7%) 0.008†

2 54 (58.1%) 54 (40.3%)

MDS-UPDRS motor score 19.5 (14–26) 16 (12–21) 0.003

Motor subtype

Tremor-dominant 78 (84.8%) 106 (77.4%) 0.38†

Postural instability and gait difficulty 8 (8.7%) 17 (12.4%)

Indeterminate 6 (6.7%) 14 (10.2%)

Uric acid, APOE, GBA, CSF, and DAT imaging markers

Uric acid 315 (85) 307 (81) 0.474

APOE ε4 status

Negative 65 (69.1%) 112 (81.2%) 0.041†

Heterozygous 23 (24.5%) 24 (17.4%)

Homozygous 6 (6.4%) 2 (1.4%)

GBA mutation 17 (17.5%) 19 (13.9%) 0.445†

CSF findings, pg./ml

α-synuclein (participants with hemoglobin < 200 pg./ml) 1826.1 (684.5) 1915.9 (884.6) 0.462

Aβ42 366.7 (96.3) 389.8 (95.9) 0.114

Total tau 43.2 (15.5) 42.9 (15.6) 0.895

Phosphorylated tau 17.0 (13.4) 16.2 (9.3) 0.634

Aβ42:t-tau ratio 9.1 (2.7) 10.0 (3.2) 0.056

(Continued)
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with CI (Table 2). In multivariate analyses, CI was associated with the 
age of onset, current diagnosis of hypertension, baseline MoCA 
scores, MDS-UPDRS III scores, and APOE status (Table  2). In a 
logistic regression analysis with CI as the dependent variable, using 
the age of onset, current diagnosis of hypertension, baseline MoCA 
scores, MDS-UPDRS III scores, and APOE ε4 status as independent 
variables (Table 2), predictive accuracy was higher than for age alone 
(AUC 0.80 [95% CI 0.74–0.86] vs. 0.71 [0.64–0.77], p = 0.003; 
Figure 2).

The prevalence of CI at baseline was 30.8%, and the 5-year 
cumulative incidence of CI was 40.5% in NDPD patients. The higher 
frequencies of impairment of cognitive domains were seen in verbal 
memory (12.6 vs. 16.8%) and attention/processing speed (12.7 vs. 
16.9%; Table 3), the lower levels of impairment were seen in executive 

function/working memory and visuospatial function in the early stage 
of PD (Table 3). The cognitive fluctuation of 336 NDPD patients were 
shown in Table 4. Of the 71 subjects who scored 21–25 at baseline 
MoCA, seven (9.9%) subjects scored less than 21 and 37 (52.1%) 
subjects scored 26–30 at 5-year follow-up (Table 4).

Discussion

In this study, we identified the predictors of CI developed during 
the 5-year follow-up in NDPD with normal cognition at baseline. 
Apart from older age, the strongest clinical predictors were current 
diagnosis of hypertension, lower baseline MoCA scores, APOE ε4 
status, and to a lesser extent, higher baseline MDS-UPDRS III scores. 

TABLE 2 Univariate and multivariate logistic regression analyses show associations between risk factors and cognitive impairment in patients with 
newly diagnosed Parkinson’s disease (less than 2 years).

Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis

Demographic and clinical characteristics Coefficient COR (95%CI) p value Coefficient AOR (95%CI) p value

Age, years 0.074 1.007 (1.043–1.111) 0.000* 0.063 1.065 (1.028–1.104) 0.001

Men 0.654 1.923 (1.104–3.349) 0.021* . . .

Hypertension 1.114 3.045 (1.609–5.762) 0.001* 0.973 2.646 (1.271–5.512) 0.009

MoCA score 0.597 1.817 (1.443–2.289) 0.000* 0.511 1.667 (1.295–2.145) 0.000

UPSIT score 0.045 1.046 (1.013–1.08) 0.006* . . .

SCOPA-AUT score Gastrointestinal domain 0.159 1.172 (1.043–1.318) 0.008* . . .

RBDSQ-q6 0.294 1.341 (1.012–1.778) 0.041* . . .

H & Y

1 Ref Ref

2 0.718 2.051 (1.198–3.511) 0.009 . . .

MDS-UPDRS motor score 0.053 1.005 (1.021–1.09) 0.002* 0.038 1.039 (1.001–1.078) 0.047

APOE ε4 status

Negative Ref Ref

Heterozygous 0.502 1.651 (0.863–3.158) 0.130 0.624 0.103 (0.882–3.950) 0.103

Homozygous 1.643 5.169 (1.014–26.363) 0.048* 2.683 14.630 (1.962–

109.063)

0.009

Constant −6.296 0.002 0.000

*Variables with values of p < 0.05 in the univariate logistic regression analysis and no high correlation (r > 0.5) with each other were included in a multivariate model. MoCA = Montreal 
Cognitive Assessment. UPSIT = University of Pennsylvania Smell Inventory Test. SCOPA-AUT = The Scale for Outcomes in Parkinson’s disease for Autonomic symptoms. RBDSQ 
q6 = Question 6 of Rapid Eye Movement Sleep Behavior Disorder Screening Questionnaire. H & Y = Hoehn and Yahr stage. MDS-UPDRS III = Movement Disorder Society Unified Parkinson’s 
Disease Rating Scale (Part III). APOE = apolipoprotein E. Ref = reference.

TABLE 1 (Continued)

Patients with cognitive 
impairment

Patients without cognitive 
impairment

p value*

DAT imaging (striatal binding ratio)

Mean putaminal uptake 0.8 (0.3) 0.8 (0.3) 0.898

Mean caudate uptake 2.0 (0.5) 2.0 (0.5) 0.810

Putaminal asymmetry 1.5 (0.4) 1.6 (0.5) 0.074

Caudate asymmetry 1.2 (0.2) 1.2 (0.2) 0.498

*Student t tests. †χ2 test. ‡Non-parametric statistics (median, IQR, Mann–Whitney test). Data are mean (SD), median (IQR), or n (%). MoCA = Montreal Cognitive Assessment. 
UPSIT = University of Pennsylvania Smell Inventory Test. GDS = Geriatric Depression Scale. SCOPA-AUT = The Scale for Outcomes in Parkinson’s disease for Autonomic symptoms. 
nOH = neurological orthostatic hypotension. RBDSQ q6 = Question 6 of Rapid Eye Movement Sleep Behavior Disorder Screening Questionnaire. H & Y = Hoehn and Yahr stage. MDS-
UPDRS = Movement Disorder Society Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale. APOE = apolipoprotein E. GBA = β-glucocerebrosidase gene. DAT = dopamine transporter.
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We also find that the natural course of CI is variable during the 5-year 
follow-up in NDPD.

Previous studies have identified clinically relevant risk factors for 
CI and dementia in PD patients. In line with previous studies, 
we found that age of onset, current diagnosis of hypertension, baseline 
MoCA scores, and MDS-UPDRS III scores were independent 
predictors of CI. PD patients who developed CI during the 5-year 
follow-up had higher proportions of the male sex, hyposmia, 
dysautonomia, pRBD, and higher Hoehn and Yahr stage. Older age 
and hypertension are reliable predictors of CI in the general 
population, which are not unique to PD. Higher scores at baseline 
MoCA and MDS-UPDRS III, and higher Hoehn and Yahr stage 
usually indicate more serious pathology underlying PD, which is 
associated with an increased risk of CI. Hyposmia, constipation, and 
sleep disorders have also been reported to be associated with cognitive 
decline in the early stage of PD (Hu et al., 2014; Schrag et al., 2017; 
Leta et  al., 2021). They are the earlier risk factors and prodromal 
features for non-motor symptoms (NMS) of PD due to the propagation 
of α-synuclein following caudo-rostral from the periphery to the 
central nervous system (Blesa et al., 2022). Besides, we also found 
some inconsistent data such as no difference between the two groups 
in education years, current diagnosis of diabetes mellitus, depression, 
psychosis, apathy, orthostatic hypotension, presence of speech 
impairment, and the motor subtype. In terms of education years, the 
reason may be that subjects in PPMI studies generally have long years 
of schooling. The inconsistency of the rest clinical variables is 
attributed to the disease duration and cognitive status of participants 
in different studies.

The occurrence and progression of CI in PD are associated with 
the APOE ε4 allele in the absence of other genetic variants at the 
genome-wide level (Iwaki et al., 2019; D'souza and Rajkumar, 2020; 
Tan et al., 2021; Real et al., 2022). In accordance with prior studies 
(Mata et al., 2014; Schrag et al., 2017), we found that homozygous of 
the APOE ε4 allele is a predictor of CI in NDPD with normal cognition T
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FIGURE 2

Receiver operating characteristic curve of prediction of cognitive 
impairment developed during the 5-year follow-up in newly 
diagnosed Parkinson’s disease patients (less than 2 years) with 
normal cognition at baseline.
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at baseline. GBA mutations reduce glucocerebrosidase and lysosomal 
activities as independent risk factors for both PD and dementia with 
Lewy body and are associated with accelerated cognitive decline in PD 
(Cilia et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2016; Chia et al., 2021). Studies have 
shown that GBA mutations are reliable predictors of dementia in PD 
patients (Liu et al., 2017; Phongpreecha et al., 2020), but no difference 
was found between PD patients with normal cognition and MCI 
(Phongpreecha et al., 2020), similar to this early-stage study, which 
may be partially related to the fact that the GBA penetrance in PD 
patients increases with age (Anheim et al., 2012; Gan-Or et al., 2019).

Low levels of CSF Aβ42 are an independent predictor of cognitive 
decline in PD in previous studies (Johar et  al., 2017). However, the 
associations of p-tau and t-tau concentrations with cognitive decline in 
PD patients were still controversial (Johar et al., 2017). Indeed, in one 
study of PPMI, low Aβ42 levels and mean caudate uptake in DAT imaging 
were associated with the occurrence of MCI or dementia at a 2-year 
follow-up (Schrag et al., 2017). However, no differences were found 
between PD patients with and without CI on the CSF Aβ42, t-tau, p-tau 
concentrations, Aβ42: t-tau ratio, and DAT biomarkers in our study. The 
inconsistencies in the findings of different studies could be attributed to 
differences in the participants and the intervals of follow-up. Our study 
only included PD patients with normal cognitive function at baseline, 
however, most of the previous studies included PD patients with CI at 
baseline to explore the risk factors of CI (Hall et al., 2015; Schrag et al., 
2017). These different findings might reflect the different pathology of 
CI underlying in PD patients with normal cognitive function and PD 
patients with cognitive impairment at baseline.

Our study has some strengths. Firstly, participants included in this 
study are NDPD patients with normal cognition at baseline and 
followed up for 5 years. Secondly, the risk factors and neuropsychological 
tests were quite comprehensive, and such predictors in this model are 
obtained relatively easily in clinical practice. Thirdly, the different 
findings on biomarkers of CSF suggest that the underlying pathology of 
CI may be distinct in PD patients with normal cognitive function and 
PD patients with cognitive impairment at baseline.

There are also several limitations in our study. First, in the PPMI 
study, the MoCA scores and five neuropsychological tests covered four 
cognitive domains except for language was used to assess cognitive 
function. According to the MDS Task Force level II criteria (Litvan 
et al., 2012), some patients who met MCI criteria might be missed, 
which would affect the accuracy of results, although studies have 

supported the prognostic validity of the abbreviated MCI in PD 
criteria (Hoogland et al., 2019). Second, limited by the sample size and 
follow-up time, we did not subdivide the CI groups into MCI and 
PDD, nor did we  analyze the conversion from MCI to dementia. 
Third, we did not analyze the effect of PD medication on cognitive 
function since the subjects in our study were not treated with 
medication at baseline, and such influencing factors should not 
be ignored. Fourth, in spite that we built such a prediction model, 
however, we did not validate the efficacy and feasibility of the model 
in different populations of PD patients such as from China. Therefore, 
a larger sample and much more comprehensive assessment, and 
prolonged follow-up will be required in a future study.

In summary, we explored the predictor model of the development 
of CI in NDPD during the 5-year follow-up. Our study may contribute 
to the early identification of CI in PD patients. In a future study, our 
study should be  validated and a larger sample, much more 
comprehensive assessment, and longer follow-up time will be needed.
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TABLE 4 Global cognitive function fluctuation in the early stage of newly 
diagnosed Parkinson’s disease (PD; less than 2 years) evaluated by 
changes in MoCA scores at baseline and 5-year follow-up.

MoCA score 
at baseline

N (%) MoCA score 
at 5-year 
follow-up

n (%)

26–30 257 (76.5%) 26–30 207 (80.5%)

21–25 40 (15.6%)

< 21 10 (3.9%)

21–25 71 (21.1%) 26–30 37 (52.1%)

21–25 27 (38.0%)

< 21 7 (9.9%)

<21 8 (2.4%) 21–25 5 (62.5%)

< 21 3 (37.5%)

MoCA = Montreal Cognitive Assessment.
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